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Abstract: The advent of Web 2.0 have enabled a new kind of communication, called 

mass self-communication. This article shows a clearer vision about the kind of cookies. 

The purpose of this paper is obtaining a study of the different types of cookies that we 

found by means bibliographic sources. 
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1. Introduction  

 

Internet cookie is a little file that is placed on the computer by visited web sites .It was 

introduced in 1994 in the early browser Netscape with the utility of user convenience. 

Another significant advantage of cookies is the fact that it is sent automatically, which 

makes it very modest. 

 

Cookies were first developed to give web sites a memory. This memory is called a 

“state”, and a state gives a configuration about last use done by a consumer. To 

memorize states, a cookie is able to store the contact between the consumer and the web 

site. An example of this type of information can be the consumer name, the ads clicked 

and the time spent on the web pages. Eckersley (2009) estimates that the total 

information stored in an http cookie is still limited to 4kB, and this limit can be a 

serious difficult for the analysis. However Whalen (2002) shows that this information is 

usually programmed for strategic applications. 

 

According to Heyman (2011) the web site is programmed to keep the information safe 

from malicious parties. Other elements of information are simply added in cookies: 

every browser conveys information about the operating system, the previous visited url 

and plug-ins in the header.  

 

 

2.  Types of different cookies  
 

Third party http cookies are different from first party cookies in two ways. First, they 

are not placed during the answer to a page request. They are placed during 

advertisements, descriptions or scripts hosted on a first party web site by a third party 

server. These cookies do not need a consumer interaction to be loaded on the user’s 

browser. Second, third party cookies are more constant than first party cookies, because 

they are used across different web sites and internet sessions in its place of one single 

visit. Some of these cookies have a default limit age of more than 30 years. 
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Third parties may also track users through on by one pixel these pixels are called 

“beacons” or “gif/web/pixel bugs”. (Tappenden and Miller, 2009)   

 

Flash cookies were developed by Macromedia Flash, which become Adobe Flash after 

Adobe acquired its rival Macromedia in 2005. This form of cookie was also made like 

states, but there are some keys. First of all, a Flash cookie was not comes off until 

September 2006, when Flash made the option available through its web site (Adobe 

Flash Player, n.d).  Second, the cookies were not comes off through a browser until 

January 2011 with the execution of NPAPI ClearSiteData[6] (Julian et. al., 2011). 

Third, the amount of available information space has grown to 100kB in its place of 

4kB contrast to the http cookie. Finally, Flash cookies do not have an ending date. 

 

However, an option to erase all sorts of cookies (http and Flash) can also have negative 

effects for consumers. One player steelstr45 (2011) among others says that delete the 

PII collecting tools can suppress everything we had saved, without differentiating 

between http and flash. So the only solution seems to be to not delete your browser’s 

cookies. 
 

As noted in Figure 1 we see where we got information sources.  
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2006 2008 2009 

Barth   Mizayaki   Soltani 
Do not propose this as a full 

definition of privacy, 
but as a normative model or 

framework: 
PAGE 32 jinfo j VOL. 13 NO. 6 
2011 [. . .] for evaluating the 
flow of information between 
agents [individuals and other 

entities], with a 
particular emphasis on 

explaining why certain patterns 
of flow provoke public outcry in 

the name 
of privacy (and why some do 

not). 

Was one of the few to do 
research that compares two 

moments in time using 
the same sample and 

method. 

Persistent Identification Element (PIE) is tagged to the 
user’s browser, providing each with a 

unique ID just like traditional cookie coding. However, 
PIEs cannot be deleted by any 

commercially available adware, spyware or malware 
removal program [9]. They will even function 

at the default security setting for Internet Explorer 

These entities perform roles in 
our society such as patients and 

physicians or students 
and teachers. The relationship 

between these two roles 
defines what is said 

Found that for web sites that had at 
least one cookie placed on their 

home page, the average number of 
cookies on the home page increased 

from 2.45 in 2000 

In order to achieve this kind of persistence the PIE is not 
one, but two cookies. The first one is the http cookie and the 
second one is the Flash cookie that revives the http cookie in 

case of deletion 

These norms of distribution and 
appropriateness were later 

translated into a logical system 
to assess privacy situations in a 

more abstract way 

The FTC studies the result only 
refers to those 406 web sites 

from the Media Matrix Top 500 
that still 

existed in 2007 in the follow-up 
study; bthe remaining 406 web 

sites from the Media Matrix Top 
500 in 2000 were used 

Examined the top 100 Quant cast web sites by 
checking what cookies were added after every single visit to one 

of these sites. Cookies were then categorized and deleted to 
ensure correct measurement. This study was done manually to 
simulate a user who pays a normal visit. They found an overlap 

between http and Flash cookies 

   

the more popular a web site is, 
the more likely the chance that 
the site uses cookies to gather 

information 

Of the top 100 web sites, 31 had at least one overlap between a 
HTTP and Flash cookie. For instance, a web site might have an 

HTTP cookie labeled ‘‘uid’’[10] with a long value such as 
4a7082eb-775d6-d440f-dbf25. There were 41 such matches on 

these 31 sites 

       

the scale research is 1,000 times bigger, it is 
logical that cookie deployment is lower because they include more 

less-popular web sites 
than Soltani et al.’s top 100 sample 

       Tappenden and Miller 

       Third parties may also track users through one by one pixels 

       

the scale research is 1,000 times bigger, it is logical that cookie 
deployment is lower because they include more less-popular web 

sites than Soltani et al.’s top 100 sample 

       Punie 

       

A set of open, web-based and user-friendly applications that 
enable users to network, share data, collaborate and co-produce 

content 

       Define these tools as ‘‘social computing’’ tools. 

    

Figure 1: Conceptual map of authors 

Source: Author 
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3. Conclusion 

  

Most important significant relationships on trend of research on the field of cookies 

applications are found in Heyman’s work (2011). The difference between the cookies 

first developed, i.e.,  those who had memory encoded with a capacity of 4k, and the 

more sophisticated the Flash cookies is that these last have an unlimited capacity. 

However, no user interaction needed to be loaded into the browser. What is more, 

between them are 12 years of difference. 
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